TRI-COUNTY PULLERS
Gasconade County Fair
Antique Tractor Pull
Friday, July 28, 5:00 p.m. Lower Field
For more info call Mark Heintz 573-646-3123; 573-694-1276 or
Jeff Heintz at 573-368-8397
Tri-County Pullers
Rules, Regulations and Classes
1. Tractors up to 1959 or continuous model
2. Tire Sizes: Maximum one size up or down from original
 0-5,500 lbs (15.5)
 5,501-6,000 lbs (16.9)
 6,001 lbs & above (open tire size)
 Note: No cut or shaved, or radial tires
3. Tractors weighed with driver. Allowed 20 lbs over for class 1-10. Allow 50 lbs over
for Classes 11-24
4. Twenty percent (20%) RPM allowance over factory settings, and must have working
P.T.O.
5. Weights:
 Max of 11 feet from center or rear axle to further most point
 Rear weights are not to exceed past the rear wheel.
 A 12 inch window in the center required to aid hooking and unhooking.
6. All tractors must be original in appearance. Air cleaners must be installed and
working. Non-factory air filters will be allowed.
7. Tractors may pull in first or second gear only.
8. Drawbar must not exceed twenty one (21) inches in height or less than eighteen (18)
inches from center or rear axle to hooking point. Stock pin hitch.
9. Pull is ended by one of the following:
 Flagman
 Driver does not remain seated
 Anything falls off tractor
 Tractor or sled gets out of the track
 All forward motion of tractor and/or sled stops
10. First puller has the option to re-pull in the third position. First pull is void if re-pull
is taken. Decision must be made before unhooking.
11. Tractor may pull once per class.
12. Tractors may pull up to three weight classes. Depending on track conditions and
time allowed.
13. No excessive jerking of sled.
14. Shifting of torque amplifier is allowed during pull.
15. If you contest a tractor, it must be in your class during your pull in that class.
Protester must be checked first.

16. Each class will be pulled in order of register. Mechanical breakdown or weight
changes will move tractor to end of class. If then unable to pull, tractor is disqualified.
17. Puller has two attempts to make a pull. Any distance over 25 feet will be counted as
a valid pull.
18. Track judges or committee members of Tri-County Pullers has the right to disqualify
any tractor. Their decision will be final.
19. There will be at least a 50% payback or more instead of trophy.
20. Sled operator hook man, flagger, weigh master make up track committee and
reserves the right to protest any tractor.
21. Hook fee will be $15 per pull
22. Antique tractor can only pull in regular classes, not Top Cut Classes too.
Class No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Max Wt. T&D
2850
3100 lbs
3350 lbs
3600 lbs
3850 lbs
4100 lbs.
4350 lbs.
4500 lbs. Top Cut
4850 lbs.
5350 lbs.
5500 lbs.
5500 lbs. Top Cut
6000 lbs.
6500 lbs.
6500 lbs. Top Cut
7000 lbs.
7500 lbs.
8000 lbs
8500 lbs
9000 lbs
9001 lbs & over
2019 Top Cut Class Rules & Regulations

1. All Top Cut Classes must abide by General Rules & Regulations unless specific to
Top Cut Class listed below.
2. All Hooks are $15
3. Tractors 1959 and continuous
4. Top Cut Tractors cannot run in classes other than Top Cut Classes
5. All Top Cut Tractors must have wheelie bars. If you do not have wheelie bars, you
will be disqualified. Wheelie bars must support the weight of the tractor.
6. Drawbar must not exceed twenty (20) inches in height or less than eighteen (18)
inches from center of rear axle to hooking point.

7. Tractors may be pulled up to 3rd gear.
8. Shifting of torque amplifier during pull is allowed.
9. Tractor speed: flag man should be able to keep up with tractor at a reasonable pace.
10. Twenty percent (20%) RPM allowance over factory settings.
11. Max tire size in Top Cut Classes are 15.5x38, 16.9x34-16” max rim width
12. Stock sheet metal and hoods. Stock wheel base.
13. Div TC tractors can pull in up to 3 weight classes as they choose. (One hook per
class)
14. All tractors must weigh in with signed up driver before each pull
15. Top Cut Classes weight classes: 4500, 5500, 6500
16. Judges’ decision is final.

